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FACT SHEETS 
 
If you are living together but not married how do you refer to 
your “other half?”  Do you call them your cohabitee, or 
partner or do you use some other term?  The question is 
relevant because not only is there no accepted word in 
England for your “other half” but there is no legal concept to 
cohabiting.   
 
Many people think that they are a “common law 
husband/wife”.  This is a term that last had any validity in 
1753.  The only marriages that are recognised are those by 
virtue of the Marriage Act and more recently a Civil 
Partnership. 
 
If you married and subsequently separated the parties rights 
with regard to each other and to any children are governed 
by the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (as amended). 
 
If you lived together and separated there is no one law or set 
of rules which governs it.  There are a number of separate 
matters that need to be dealt with.  Some deal with protecting 
one partner’s assets and income.  Others deal with protecting 
the other partner’s position if something happens to them. 
 
Home Ownership 
 
Your legal rights are governed by the declaration in the title 
deeds of the property.   
 
If the property is bought in the sole name of one party, then 
the other party will only have an interest in it if they can prove 
that they have equitable rights which are set out below. 
 
If the property is bought in joint names, then it can be held 
either as Joint Tenants or as Tenants in Common.  The 
difference is as follows : 
 
Joint Tenants : 

 Upon the death of one of the parties legal title in the 
property automatically passes by survivorship to the 
other. 

 Upon separation the parties interests will be 
determined on an equitable basis in accordance 
with the contributions made.   

 If the parties cannot agree upon the equitable split 
of the net proceeds of sale, then the matter will need 
to be determined by the Court which involves 
expense. 

 
Tenants in Common : 

 Upon the death of one of the parties the 
deceased’s share does not pass to the other but 
passes under the terms of the deceased’s Will or 
Intestacy. 

 The individual shares of the parties are specified in 
the Transfer Deed.  It may be that both parties 
have contributed 50/50 in which case, the Transfer 
Deed will reflect this.  However, in many cases the 
interest of the parties in the property is on a 
different basis and this should be specified at the 
outset. 

 Upon separation of the parties the Declaration in 
the title deeds governs the split of the proceeds of 
sale and there is no need to refer the matter to the 
Court. 

 
 
 

 
 
Equitable Rights  
 
Where the Court is asked to determine the interests of parties 
in property ownership, then they have regard to the following 
principles : 
 

 A Constructive Trust – one party must show that 
there was an agreement between the two as to 
property ownership and that they acted to their 
detriment in reliance on this agreement.. 

 An Implied Trust – this is where the Court will imply 
by conduct that one party has an interest, for 
example if one party has contributed to mortgage 
instalments to such an extent that the Court may 
impute a common intention of the parties to share 
the property. 

  A Resulting Trust – is created where, for example, 
the property is bought in one party’s name but the 
other party pays the whole or a proportion of the 
purchase price or deposit. 

 
For there to be any finding in favour of a party claming an 
interest there must be a common intention that the property 
should be jointly owned.  This can either be shown by 
express agreement or can be inferred by the court as a result 
of the parties conduct. 
 
Secondly, the Claimant must show that they have made 
contribution to the purchase, upkeep or improvement of the 
property.  This may arise even where there is a contribution 
towards housekeeping rather than to the mortgage if it can be 
shown that the property owner could not have managed the 
mortgage on their own without contribution. 
 
Even if bought in joint names, if one party refuses to sign a 
Transfer or Conveyance the other’s only remedy is to apply 
to the Court. 
 
Maintenance 
 
Where they are not married and following separation neither 
party has any obligation to provide maintenance to the other. 
 
Maintenance For Children 
 
The party with care of the child will be entitled to 
maintenance in respect of that child.  This is either by 
agreement or in default of agreement through the Child 
Maintenance Service (formerly CSA). 
 
Pensions And Life Insurance 
 
Ordinarily the benefits which are bundled together in a 
“pension” or: 
(a) A payment of a lump sum on retirement 
(b) A guaranteed income 
(c) Death in Service benefits 
(d) Widow(ers)/dependants pension following a  spouse 
or cohabitees death after retirement 
 
If you are not married and have the benefit of a pension you 
can do your best to protect your cohabitee by making a 
nomination under the terms of the pension or policy.  This is 
not necessarily binding on the trustees. 
 
Inheritance 
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If you have not made a Will property passes according to the 
Intestacy Rules.  A cohabitee does not feature in these rules 
and therefore the only protection is by making a claim under 
the Inheritance (Provision for Family & Dependants) Act 
1975.  They can only do this if they can show: 

 That they have been maintained wholly or partly by 
the deceased immediately before the death of the 
deceased;   or 

 For the period of two years ending immediately 
before the date when the deceased died they were 
living: 
 (a) in the same household as the 
 deceased 
 (b) as the husband or wife of the 
 deceased 
 

State Benefits 
 
This can be a complex situation as essentially cohabitees 
have no rights. 
 
Children 
 
There is little or no distinction as far as children are 
concerned between those born within marriage and those 
born outside marriage. 
 
There is a difference however in the status of parents.  In the 
case of unmarried parents mothers automatically acquire 
parental responsibility for their children, but fathers do not.  A 
father has to obtain parental responsibility for his children 
either by entering into a Parental  Responsibility Agreement, 
or by applying to the court for an order, unless he is named 
as the father on the child’s birth certificate provided the birth 
was registered after 1/12/03.   
 
Financial Provision For Children 
 
Maintenance is dealt with as mentioned above, either by 
agreement or through the Child Maintenance Service. 
 
Under the Children & Families Act 2014 the court has powers 
to make transfers of capital either in the form of property or 
lump sum for the benefit of the children.  The factors that the 
court consider do not include the Applicants or Claimants 
contribution because it is an award for the child.  Any award 
made has recently been limited only for as long as they are 
children or dependants. 
 
Cohabitation Agreement 
 
If parties wish to reach an agreement to determine their 
entitlements and responsibilities they can do so in a 
Cohabitation Agreement.  If the parties intend to marry after 
that this will be called Pre-Nuptial Agreement. 
 
There is currently considerable controversy over whether 
these agreements should be binding.  At present it cannot be 
guaranteed that these agreements are binding.  They 
certainly constitute a declaration of intent and if there is a 
declaration in it as to the property rights that each of them 
have that will be persuasive if ever the parties fall out and the 
matter is heard by a Judge. 
 
It is important that a Cohabitation Agreement:- 
(i) Shows that there has been full disclosure of both 
 parties means 
(ii) That both parties have been independently legally 

advised so that there is no question of duress 
(iii) That both parties intend to create legal relations 

(iv) The contents of the Agreement must be clear, in 
writing and signed by both parties. 

 
Recommendations 
 
The rights and responsibilities that the parties have towards 
each other are probably the last thing that is in their mind 
when they decide to live together.  There does come a time 
when either the parties want to buy a property or where 
children are involved when the position should be taken more 
seriously and decisions should be made.  These do not have 
to be in the form of a Cohabitation Agreement.  However, 
they should consider the following:- 

 Making quite clear in the title deeds of any property 
purchased what shares the property is going to be in 

 Whether or not provision is going to be made in a 
Will 

 Whether both parties have an insurable interest in 
the others life so they could take out life insurance 
to protect themselves 

 What is going to happen to children and what rights 
and responsibilities both have 

 
Uncomfortable though it may be to face up to these realities it 
is certainly better to do so at the beginning rather than ending 
up in court with all the additional expense involved at the end 
of any relationship. 
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